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Abstract — Design considerations and performance
evaluations of the recently introduced three-phase, two-switch,
zero-voltage-switching (ZVS), power-factor-correction (PFC),
discontinuous-conduction-mode (DCM) boost rectifier, named
the Taipei rectifier, are presented. The performance evaluation
was done on a 3-kW, 400-V-output prototype designed to
operate with a line-to-line RMS input voltage from 180 V to 265
V. The prototype operates with ZVS over the entire inputvoltage and load-current range achieves less than 5% inputcurrent total harmonic distortion (THD) with efficiency in the
97% range.

voltage range from 180 V to 265 V, which is a typical range
of Japanese (100-V) and American (120-V) power lines, are
presented. Since the peak voltage for this line range is 375 V,
the output voltage of the rectifier was set to approximately
400 V which allows the use of Si MOSFETs. The THD
evaluation has been extended to include conditions that are
typically encountered when the rectifier is powered from an
emergency generator. Specifically, the THD evaluation is
performed in the frequency range from 20 Hz to 500 Hz from
a source with significant inductive output impedance.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a three-phase, two-switch, zero-voltageswitching
(ZVS),
power-factor-correction
(PFC),
discontinuous-conduction-mode (DCM) boost rectifier has
been introduced [1]. To simplify the reference to this circuit,
it has been named Taipei rectifier [2]. This simple threephase front end that passively shapes the input currents offers
superior power factor and extremely low input-current total
harmonic distortion (THD). In addition, because of ZVS of
the switches, it can achieve high efficiency and exhibits low
switching noises.
So far, the performance of the rectifier was reported for
applications in three-phase power systems with RMS line-toline voltage in the 340-520-V range, [1], [2]. Because the
output voltage of the rectifier must be slightly higher than the
peak line-to-line voltage (735 V), the 2.8-kW rectifier in [1]
and [2] was designed with an output voltage of 780 V
employing SiC MOSFETs. The measured full-load THD at
input voltage 380 V and 480 V was 1.4% and 2.8%,
respectively, whereas the full load efficiency was 97.6% and
98.2%, respectively, [2]. In addition, the evaluated rectifier
maintains less than 5% THD in the entire line range and also
offers complete ZVS of the switches for loads greater than
25% of full load.
In this paper, design considerations and performance
evaluation of a 3-kW Taipei rectifier for RMS line-to-line
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II. BRIEF REVIEW OF TAIPEI RECTIFIER
The Taipei rectifier, shown in Fig. 1, has several distinct
features. First, three Y-connected capacitors C1, C2, and C3,
are used to create virtual neutral N, i.e., a node with the same
potential as power source neutral 0 that is not physically
available or connected in three-wire power systems. Since the
virtual neutral is connected to the mid-point between two
switches S1 and S2, the potential of this mid-point is the same
as the potential of neutral 0 of the balanced three-phase
power source. As a result of connecting virtual neutral N
directly to the mid-point between switches S1 and S2,
decoupling of the three input currents is achieved. In such a
decoupled circuit, the current in each of the three inductors is

Fig. 1.

Three-phase two-switch ZVS PFC DCM boost rectifier (Taipei
rectifier).
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output-voltage-control bandwidth much lower than the line
frequency, i.e., by maintaining switching period TS virtually
constant during a line cycle. With a constant switching period
TS, the peaks of the inductor currents are proportional to the
corresponding phase voltages. For such a triangular current
waveform, the line-frequency average-current distortion is
predominantly contained in the 3rd harmonic. Since the 3rd
harmonic (triplen harmonic) current cannot flow in a threewire system, they circulate through capacitors C1, C2, and C3,
whereas the remaining harmonics contributes less than 1% of
input-current THD, as described in, [1], [2].
Detailed explanation of the operation of the Taipei
rectifier along with its key waveforms is given in [1] and [2].
III. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Fig. 2. Key waveforms of the Taipei rectifier with condition when VAN > 0,
VBN < 0, and VCN < 0. Note that blocking capacitor current iCB is
equal to magnetizing current iM of coupled inductor LC.

dependent only on the corresponding phase voltage, which
reduces the THD and increases the PF, [1], [2].
Second, the rectifier employs coupled inductor LC
connected between the switches and the output. This inductor
isolates the output of the rectifier from the abrupt voltage
changes between either terminal of “flying” capacitor CR and
virtual neutral N which occur every time switches S1 and S2
are commutated. With coupled inductor LC, midpoint of
output capacitors CO1 and CO2 can be connected to virtual
neutral N, which makes the output common-mode noise very
low. To prevent saturation of the coupled inductor, the
midpoint of the output capacitors is connected to the virtual
neutral through blocking capacitor CB. The blocking
capacitor, which carries magnetizing current of the coupled
inductor as shown in Fig. 2, removes any dc (or, generally,
low-frequency) current component that may be produced by
mismatching of component parameters, as well as
mismatched timings of gate-drive waveforms from the
magnetizing current.
Thirdly, as shown in Fig. 2, switches S1 and S2 are
operated in a complementary fashion with approximately
50% duty cycle and with a short dead time between the turnoff of switch S1 and the turn-on of switch S2, and vice versa.
Because of this gating strategy, both switches can achieve
ZVS. However, to maintain ZVS for a varying input voltage
and/or output load, the proposed rectifier must employ a
variable switching frequency control. The minimum
frequency is set at full load and minimum input voltage,
whereas the maximum frequency is set at light load and
maximum input voltage. The rectifier operates in controlled
burst mode at no load or at a very light load to avoid
unnecessarily high switching frequency.
Finally, as in any DCM boost rectifier in which the input
current is not sensed, the input current shaping of the Taipei
rectifier is also obtained naturally by setting the rectifier’s

For performance evaluation, a three-phase 3-kW front end
Taipei rectifier has been designed and built according to the
following key specifications:
Input voltage VIN:
Output voltage VO:
Output power PO:
Efficiency η:
THD:
PF:

3-phase, 3-wire, 185-265 VL-L, RMS
400 VDC
3 kW
> 97% above 50% load
< 5%
<98%

A. Switching Frequency Selection
As well understood, switching frequency selection is based
on the trade-off between efficiency and size, i.e., power
density. In this design, the minimum frequency is set at 35
kH, whereas the maximum frequency is limited to 200 kHz.
B. Boost Inductor Design
Because the rectifier operates in DCM, the pulsating
currents of the boost inductors produce significantly higher
core losses compared with those when the rectifier operates
in the continuous-conduction mode (CCM). In addition, to
maintain a low THD, it is necessary to maintain constant
slopes of the boost-inductor currents. As a result, ferrite cores
with an air gap is a better choice than commercially available
powder cores which exhibit higher core losses and whose
permeability significantly changes under the varying
magnetic field strength.
Using the relationship between input power, output
voltage, switching frequency, and inductance, derived in [1]
and [2], the inductance value can be calculated as
3 ⋅ VO2
0.48
×
L=
,
(1)
8 ⋅ fS ⋅ M ⋅ PIN M − 0.92
where input-to-output voltage conversion ratio M is
M=

3VO ,
2 VIN

L = L1 = L2 = L3, and PIN = PO/η.

(2)
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By selecting
g the switching
g frequency of
o 40 kHz at full
f
looad and the minimum
m
inpu
ut voltage, wh
hich gives 5-k
kHz
deesign margin, the required value of the boost
b
inductorss is
appproximately L=50
L
μH. To obtain this inductance
i
eaach
innductor was bu
uilt using a pair of ferrite cores
c
(PQ-40//40,
D
DMR95) with 35
3 turns of Litz wire (Φ 0.1m
mm, 300 stran
nds)
annd 6.2 mm gap. The Litz wire was useed to reduce the
frringing-effect-iinduced windiing loss near the gap of the
innductor core. For
F this inducctor design, th
he maximum flux
f
deensity which occurs
o
at full load and thee minimum inp
put
vooltage is 0.264 T.
C
C. Coupled Indu
uctor Design
The magnettizing inductaance of coupled inductor LC
shhould be sufficciently large so that the ripp
ple current in the
cooupled inducto
or does not siignificantly afffect the rectiffier
opperation. As sh
hown in Fig. 1 by the “dot”” convention, the
tw
wo windings off inductor LC are
a coupled so that the magneetic
fluuxes from the differential cu
urrent of the two
t
windings are
caancelled. As a result, a large magnetizing in
nductance can
n be
obbtained by a sm
mall gap in the core without saturation.
s
Coupled indu
uctor LC was built
b
using a paair of ferrite co
ores
(P
PQ-40/40, 3C9
96) with 44 turrns of Litz wiree (Φ 0.1mm, 150
1
sttrands) for eacch winding an
nd 0.4 mm gap
p. The measured
m
magnetizing and
d leakage inductances are 650 μH and 72 μH,
μ
reespectively.
Peak magneetizing currentt IM(PK) that occurs
o
when the
sw
witching frequeency is minimu
um is given by
VO
I M ( PK ) =
,
(3)
(
8 ⋅ L M ⋅ fS( MIN)
w
where LM is thee magnetizing inductance of coupled inducctor
LC and fS(MIN) is
i the minimu
um switching frequency
f
at full
f
looad and the miinimum input voltage. Acco
ording to Eq. (3),
(
thhe maximum peak-to-peak
p
magnetizing
m
cu
urrent at full lo
oad
annd the minimu
um input voltag
ge is approxim
mately 3.8 A. The
T
m
maximum flux
x density att steady statte operation is
appproximately 0.13
0
T, which gives
g
plenty off margin from the
saaturation flux of the ferrite core. It shou
uld be noted that
t
bllocking capacitor CB, which is effectively connected in the
seeries path of th
he magnetizing current of cou
upled inductor LC,
elliminates any low-frequency
l
component off the magnetizing
cuurrent that may
y increase the flux
f
density off coupled inducctor
LC .
D
D. Input Capaciitor Selection
Input capacitors C1-C3 provide filtering of
o the switchin
ngfrrequency ripplee of the boost inductor curreents and path for
thheir low-frequeency triplen haarmonics. Sincce the magnitu
ude
off the triplen haarmonic compo
onent is much smaller than that
t
off the ac compo
onent of the boost-inductor cu
urrents, the rating
off the input cap
pacitors is esseentially determ
mined by the peeak
booost inductor current
c
that occcurs at full lo
oad and low liine.
Siince in this dessign, the maxim
mum RMS currrent of capacittors
C1-C3 is approx
ximately 10.5 A, a low ESR film capaciitor
(22.2 μF, 630 Vd
dc/400 Vac, 16
6 A at 40 kHzz and 20 A at 10

kHz) w
was used for eaach of input fillter capacitors C1, C2, and
C3.
E. Selecction of Other Capacitors
The peak current of flying cappacitor CR is eequal to the
sum off the peak bboost inductorr current andd the peak
magnetiizing current of coupled innductor LC. Two parallel
connectted film capaciitors (2.2 μF, 6630 Vdc/400 V
Vac, 16 A at
40 kHzz and 20 A at 10 kHz) were used for flyinng capacitor
CR.
The current througgh blocking caapacitor CB is eequal to the
magnetiizing current oof coupled induuctor LC. A film capacitor
(1 μF, 4450 Vdc, 10 A at 40 kHz) was used fo
for blocking
capacitoor CB.
Threee parallel connnected electroolytic capacitoors (560 μF,
300 Vdcc) were used for each of ooutput capacitoors CO1 and
CO2. Beecause of addittional filtering by the leakagee inductance
of couppled inductor LC and capaciitor CR, the R
RMS current
throughh output capaciitors CO1 and CO2 is small.
F. Semiiconductor Devvice Selection
Becaause the volttage stress off switches S1 and S2 is
approxiimately equal to output volttage VO, i.e., iit is around
400 V, it is necessaryy to use switches that are raated at least
500-V to maintain ddesirable desiggn margin of 20%. As a
result, iin the prototyppe circuit a IP
PW65R041CFD
D MOSFET

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. M
Measured input cuurrent waveforms w
when rectifier dellivers (a) 3 kW
aand (b) 1.5 kW froom three-phase linne-to-line RMS inpput voltage 230
V
V. Time scale is 5 mS/div.
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Sincce input diodees D1 - D6 muust block the same peak
voltage stress and conduct thhe same peaak current
(approxximately 25 A)) as the switchhes, an STTH30R06 diode
(VRRM = 600 V, IFAVVM = 30 A) froom ST was used for each
diode. The output vvoltage acrosss series-conneccted output
capacitoors CO1 and COO2 was regulated by an TMS
S320F28027
digital ccontroller from
m TI.
IV.

Figg. 4. Measured wav
veforms of gate vo
oltages and drain-to-source voltagess of
switches S1 and
a S2 when recttifier delivers 3 kW
k from three-ph
hase
line-to-line RM
MS input voltage 230 V. Time scalee is 2 μS/div.

EXPERIMENTA
AL RESULTS

The performance oof the proposedd rectifier show
wn in Fig. 1
was evaaluated on a 3--kW prototypee circuit that w
was designed
to operrate from a 1880-265 VL-L, RRMS three-phasee input and
deliver a 400-V outpuut.
Figurre 3 shows thee measured inpput current waaveforms of
the expperimental circuuit when it deelivers output ppower from
220 VL--L, RMS three-phhase inputs. Thhe measured woorst THD of
the inpput currents aare below 2%
%. Figure 4 shows the
waveforrms of the gatte drive and drrain-to-source voltages of
switchees S1 and S2. Itt can be seen tthat boost swittches S1 and
S2 turn on when the ddrain-to-sourcee voltages are zero, which
indicatees that the recttifier operates w
without turn-oon switching
losses.
Figuure 5 shows thhe measured cuurrent waveform
ms of boost
inductorrs L1, L2, andd L3 of the eexperimental ccircuit. The
measureed waveforms and the ideal w
waveforms in F
Fig. 2 are in

Figg. 5. Measured waaveforms of indu
uctor currents iL1, iL2, and iL3 wh
hen
rectifier deliv
vers 3 kW from
m three-phase linee-to-line RMS in
nput
voltage 230 V.
V Time scale is 5 μS/div.
μ

(a)

Figg. 6. Measured waaveforms of switcch currents iS1 an
nd iS2 and block
king
capacitor currrent iCB when rectifier delivers 3 kW
k from three-ph
hase
line-to-line RM
MS input voltage 230 V. Time scalee is 5 μS/div.

(V
VDS = 650 V, RDS = 0.041 Ω, COSS=400 pF, Qrr=1.9 μC)
μ
frrom Infineon was
w used for each
e
switch. Itt should be no
oted
thhat the body dio
ode of the seleected switch haas relatively sm
mall
reeverse recovery charge. Beccause the two switches of the
reectifier form totem pole confiiguration, the fast
f body diodee of
thhe switch lim
mits shoot thrrough current if the rectiffier
acccidently enters CCM of operration.

(b)
Fig. 7. M
Measured input cuurrent waveforms when rectifier delivers 1.8 kW
ffrom three-phase lline-to-line RMS iinput voltage 230 V with (a) 20
H
Hz and (b) 500 Hzz line frequency.
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(a)

(b
b)
Fig. 8. Measured waveforms
w
of inp
put current iA and
d line-to-line voltaage
VAB, and ou
utput voltage VO when
w
line frequenccy changes (a) 50 Hz
– 350 Hz an
nd (b) 350 Hz – 50
0 Hz.

(a)

conductting (reverse-bbiased) bridgee diodes. Altthough this
current ringing adveersely affects the THD off the input
current,, the measured THD was bellow 2%
Figuure 6 shows thhe current waveeforms of swittches S1 and
S2 alongg with the wavveform of blockking capacitor current iCB.
As it caan be seen in F
Fig. 6, switchees S1 and S2 tuurn on when
the draiin current is nnegative, i.e., while the boddy diode of
switch S 1 is conductinng. It was meaasured that the ZVS of the
switchees in the experiimental circuitt maintains oveer the entire
line andd load range.
Figuure 7 shows thee measured inpput current wavveforms the
rectifierr for the linne frequency 20 Hz andd 500 Hz,
respectiively. As it caan be seen froom Fig. 7, the measured
input cuurrent wavefoorms show higgh power facttor and low
THD att both line frequencies. In aaddition, Fig. 8 shows the
measureed input curreent and line-too-line voltage waveforms
during the line frequuency transientts from 50 Hzz to 350 Hz
and from
m 350 Hz to 550 Hz. No significant disturbaances of the
input cuurrent and the ooutput voltage are observed.
The operation of tthe circuit withh unbalanced liine voltages
is illusstrated in Figg. 9. Figure 99(a) shows innput-current
waveforrms of the exxperimental cirrcuit with phaase A open.
Even unnder this extreeme unbalancedd condition, thhe measured
THD off the remainingg two phases iis below 10%. Figure 9(b)
illustrattes operation of the circuit with one phhase shorted
(voltagee of phase A set to zero). Under this unbalanced
conditioon, the measurred THD of thee line currents is still well
below 110%.
The experimental rectifier was also tested froom a highly
inductivve input sourcce which emuulates a dieseel generator
output. For this test, a 2.4-mH inducctor is connectted in series
betweenn each phase oof input sourcee and each inpput terminal
of the pprototype circcuit. As shownn in Fig. 10, there is no
noticeabble degradationn in the qualityy of the input ccurrents.
Figuure 11 showss the measureed waveformss of output
voltage VO, blockingg capacitor currrent iCB, and currents iO1
and iO2 during a step lload change froom 700 W to 3 kW, where
iO1 andd iO2 are the measured currrent at each winding of

(b
b)
Fig. 9. Measured in
nput current waveeforms when rectiifier delivers 1.6 kW
k
from three--phase line that in
nitially has balan
nced 207 VL-L. Affter
transient co
ommand, (a) one phase
p
line is disco
onnected and (b) one
o
phase voltag
ge drops to zero.

a very good ag
greement exceept during thee time when the
innductor currentts are supposed
d to be zero. Th
he current ringing
inn the experimen
ntal waveform
ms is caused by
y the resonancee of
thhe boost inducttors with the ju
unction capaciitance of the no
on-

Fig. 10. Measured input current waveforrms of rectifier with 2.4-mH
inductor connecteed in series betweeen each phase off input source
and each input teerminal of prototyype circuit that deelivers 1.8 kW
from three-phase lline-to-line RMS iinput voltage 207 V
V.
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Fig. 12. Measured efficienncies of experimenntal PFC rectifier pprototype as
functions of outpuut power.
(a)
(

(b)
(

(c)
(
Fiig. 11. Measured waveforms of ou
utput voltage VO, blocking capaciitor
re measured at eaach
current iCB, and currents iO1
O and iO2 that ar
windings of coupled inductorr LC during load step
s
change from 700
7
W to 3 kW. Expended wavefforms at (a) peak of first surge, (b) peeak
of second surge, and (c) afterr transient.

cooupled inducto
or LC. Becausse of the slow
w output-voltaage
feeedback contrrol, the outpu
ut capacitor initially deliv
vers
ennergy and the rectifier charrges the outpu
ut capacitor with
w
deelay. During the
t transient, the peak currrent of blocking
caapacitor CB is approximately 3.3 A. Sincce the current of
bllocking capacitor CB is equaal to the magneetizing currentt of
cooupled inducto
or LC, it can be calculated th
hat the maximu
um
fluux density of coupled
c
inducttor LC is less th
han 0.15 T during

the trannsient, which iis much smalleer than the satuuration flux
density of the ferrite ccore.
Figuure 12 shows tthe measured eefficiency of tthe rectifier.
The recctifier exhibits the efficiencyy of 97.4% at tthe nominal
input vooltage of 220 VL-L, RMS andd 50% load. Thhe full-load
efficienncy is approxim
mately 96.9%. The measuredd efficiency
at 10% load is approxximately 95.7%
%. It should bee noted that
the recti
tifier operates iin burst mode ffrom 20% loadd to no load.
V.
SUMM
MARY
In thhis paper, deesign considerrations and pperformance
evaluatiion of the recenntly introducedd three-phase, two-switch,
ZVS PF
FC DCM boostt rectifier, the T
Taipei rectifierr, have been
presenteed. The perforrmance evaluattion was done on a 3-kW,
400-V ooutput prototyppe designed to operate in thee line-to-line
RMS iinput-voltage range from 180 V to 2665 V. The
measureed input-currennt THD at 3 kW
W and 1.5 kW
W were 1.8%
and 1.1 %, respectivelly. The measurred full-load eefficiency of
the prottotype, which operates with ZVS over the entire input
and loaad range, was approximatelyy 97.4% at 50%
% load and
96.9% aat full load. In addition, the rrectifier operatees without a
noticeabble THD andd PF degradaation in the entire linefrequenncy range from
m 20 Hz to 5000 Hz. Finally, the rectifier
maintainns a good perfformance evenn under extremee imbalance
conditioons. Specificallly, it retains better than 10%
% THD with
one phaase shorted or oopened.
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